in addition, approximately half of PV mRNA-containing neurons in subjects with schizophrenia lack detectable levels of GAD67 mRNA (Hashimoto et al., 2003) .
Among PV+ neurons in subjects with schizophrenia, the chandelier class has lower GAT1 immunoreactivity in their characteristic axon boutons (cartridges) that target the axon initial segment of pyramidal neurons (Woo et al., 1998) . In contrast, immunoreactivity for the GABA-A receptor α2 subunit, which is present in most GABA-A receptors in the axon initial segment of layer 2-3 pyramidal neurons (Nusser et al., 1996) , is markedly increased in schizophrenia (Volk et al., 2002) . Similar pre-and post-synaptic changes also appear to be present in the inputs of PV+ basket cells to the perisomatic region of pyramidal neurons. For example, the density of PV+ puncta, which likely represent the axon boutons of basket neurons (Erickson and Lewis, 2002) , is reduced in DLPFC layers deep 3-4, but not in layer 2, of subjects with schizophrenia , which parallels the laminar pattern of decreased PV mRNA expression in schizophrenia (Hashimoto et al., 2008a) . In the adult brain, PV+ basket cell inputs to pyramidal somata signal via GABA-A receptors containing α1 subunits. Interestingly, expression of the mRNA for this subunit is lower selectively in DLPFC layers 3-4 of schizophrenia subjects (Beneyto et al., 2009 ).
Primary auditory cortex
Primary auditory cortex offers another example of a cortical region in which convergent evidence implicates synaptic disruptions in the pathology of schizophrenia. In subjects with schizophrenia, the processing of sensory information within AI is impaired, manifest as the reduced ability to discriminate tones (Javitt et al., 1997) . Tone discrimination deficits are evident even in the absence of an intertone interval (Javitt et al., 1997) and as such are unlikely to be due to impairments in working memory due to abnormalities of DLPFC as described above. Within subjects, impaired tone discrimination correlates with selective impairments in the ability to discriminate spoken emotion (prosody) (Leitman et al., 2005) , and as such may underlie a core negative symptom in individuals with schizophrenia. Similarly, impaired tone discrimination may contribute to cognitive impairments, as it is correlated with deficits in phonemic processing and reading attainment in subjects with schizophrenia (Aspromonte et al., 2008) . Related to these impairments in function of AI, individuals with schizophrenia also demonstrate impaired generation of early event-related potentials which localize to AI after auditory stimulus paradigms. These include deficits in the auditory N100 (Laurent et al., 1999; Shelley et al., 1999; O'Donnell et al., 2004; Ahveninen et al., 2006) and in mismatch negativity (MMN) (Javitt et al., 1995; Shelley et al., 1999; Ahveninen et al., 2006) . MMN is of particular interest in that the degree of impairment in MMN and tone discrimination are correlated , and both MMN and tone discrimination are likely to tap the same underlying intracortical mechanisms (Javitt et al., 1994) .
Importantly for the design of postmortem studies of auditory cortex in subjects with schizophrenia, the source of MMN within the primate cortex is known. Intracortical recordings in monkey indicate that MMN arises in AI after the initial depolarizing thalamic volley (Javitt et al., 1994 (Javitt et al., , 1996 . An initial component of MMN consists of increased multi-unit activity and field depolarization within deep layer 3 of AI. This is followed by a late component without multi-unit activity in which there is net depolarization within superficial layer 3, net inhibition in deep layer 3, or their combination (Javitt et al., 1994) . This spread of activation through the supragranular AI is dependent on the intrinsic axon collaterals and their post-synaptic pyramidal cell targets within layer 3 (Mitani et al., 1985; Ojima et al., 1991; Wallace et al., 1991) . The reduction in MMN in subjects with schizophrenia appears to represent an inability to generate maximum current flow in these circuits (Javitt et al., 1996) . For example, reductions of MMN similar to those in subjects with schizophrenia can be modeled by infusing antagonists of N-methyl-d-aspartate (NMDA) excitatory glutamate receptors into the auditory cortex (Javitt et al., 1994) , an observation paralleled by systemic administration of NMDA antagonists in normal humans (Umbricht et al., 2000) .
Initial postmortem studies of AI in schizophrenia are convergent with the functional and electrophysiologic data. Thus, in deep layer 3 of AI, we observed reductions in mean pyramidal neuron somal volume (Sweet et al., 2004) and in the density of axon boutons (Sweet et al., 2007) . More recently we have identified reductions in dendritic spine density in deep layer 3 of AI . Dendritic spine and axon bouton densities correlated within subjects, suggesting excitatory synapse density is reduced in layer 3 of AI in subjects with schizophrenia . Reductions in these excitatory synaptic components are unlikely to be restricted to AI, as reductions in dendritic spine density have also been observed in deep layer 3 in BA42 ) in deep layer 3 of DLPFC (Glantz and Lewis, 2000) , layer 3 of PFC and temporal cortex (Garey et al., 1998) , and in the hippocampal formation (Rosoklija et al., 2000) .
lImItatIons of ExIstIng mEthods for dEtErmInatIon of synaptIc pathology In schIzophrEnIa
Many of the above findings, while essential in establishing synaptic structural deficits within schizophrenia, have utilized methodologies that limit our understanding of these deficits. At the simplest level, studies using whole tissue extracts of protein, such as described for reductions in GAD67 (Guidotti et al., 2000) , preclude identification of the synaptic structures specifically affected. Some findings that have identified alterations in specific structures, such as reduced bouton densities, have used a general marker such as synaptophysin, which labels nearly all boutons in cortex (Jahn et al., 1985; Navone et al., 1986) , limiting our ability to identify whether deficits are selective among the subtypes of excitatory, inhibitory, and aminergic boutons which innervate the cortex. In cases where disease-related alterations have been found within a relatively specific synaptic structure, such as morphologically identified chandelier cell cartridges (summarized in Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex), the use of single-label approaches have restricted the ability to determine whether other proteins which may contribute to, or compensate for, synaptic dysfunction are concurrently altered within that compartment. In a similar vein, although the available evidence is consistent with correlated alterations in pre-and postsynaptic signaling in the PV+ basket cell neurons in schizophrenia, demonstration that these changes are present at the level of the synapse remains an important research objective that is not achievable using single-label approaches. These same considerations apply to studies of post-synaptic structural deficits in dendritic spines, Relative strengths of the spinning disk confocal microscope include having more photons reach the detector than in a typical LSCM setup (i.e., a pinhole of 1 Airy unit) (Sandison and Webb, 1994) , providing greater fidelity of quantification of fluorescent intensity. Spinning disk confocals also use detectors [cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera] with higher quantum efficiency than the photomultiplier tubes use in LSCM (Sandison and Webb, 1994; Wang et al., 2005; Shaw, 2006; Murray et al., 2007) . However, it is important to mention that the light path of spinning disk systems is notorious for attenuating both excitation and emission light. Thus, in experiments in which fluorescence signal intensities are low, e.g., live cell experiments, highly sensitive back-thinned electron multiplier CCD cameras may be needed. Back-thinned electron multiplier cameras offer greater sensitivity than a standard CCD camera, but at much higher purchase costs and offering lower resolution (μ/pixel). In our experience, it typically not necessary to use backthinned electron multiplier CCD cameras to detect signal when studying synaptic organization in fixed tissue sections, providing the benefit of the higher resolution of small synaptic structures using a standard CCD camera (e.g., Hamamatsu ORCA-R2).Finally, spinning disk systems allow for rapid acquisition speed, with, as a benefit, greater throughput of image stacks.
The primary advantages of the LSCM include: greater resolution in the Z-axis (∼500 versus ∼700 nm for the DSU using a 60X 1.42 N.A. objective), which enhances the fidelity of object reconstructions in three-dimensions (3D) and thus improves volumetric data. Depending on the configuration, LSCMs offer greater excitation power above 600 nm (which is desirable as this spectrum has less autofluorescence in human tissue) that allows for efficient excitation of far red fluorochromes (e.g., Alexa 647). LSCM can also improve signal-to-background due to point illumination (Wang et al., 2005) . In addition, LSCM scanning heads equipped for multispectral analysis can be very useful in dealing with tissue autofluorescence (Billinton and Knight, 2001) , though spectral imaging and unmixing approaches for epifluorescence and spinning disk systems are becoming available (Levenson et al., 2008) .
The comparison of spinning disk and LSCM is summarized in Table 1 . Knowledge of these tradeoffs can be used to select between microscopy approaches so as to enhance study design in imaging synaptic structures. For example, when maximal spatial resolution is required (e.g., see Figure 9 ) using a LSCM may prove most appropriate. When high throughput of multi-wavelength image stacks is needed (e.g., for stereologic sampling of a large cohort of within which the rapidly expanding knowledge base regarding signal transduction pathways allows the formulation of mechanistically important questions regarding whether proteins in specific pathways are altered in schizophrenia. multIplE labEl fluorEscEncE confocal mIcroscopy for quantIfIcatIon of synaptIc ElEmEnts wIthIn thE cErEbral cortEx of subjEcts wIth schIzophrEnIa ovErvIEw More effectively mapping the synaptic pathology within the cerebral cortex of subjects with schizophrenia would clearly benefit from an approach with the ability to detect small synaptic structures with high spatial resolution, with biochemical selectivity, and with the ability to assess the relative expression levels of multiple proteins within the identified structures. We review below the use of multiple label fluorescence confocal microscopy to meet these needs.
tEchnIcal consIdEratIons

Confocal microscopic imaging
The emergence of confocal microscopy has markedly enhanced the simultaneous visualization of multiple markers of synaptic structures by fluorescent immunohistochemistry in tissue sections. Although it is ideal to use wide-field epifluorescence when performing quantitative multiple label fluorescent imaging (Swedlow et al., 2002; Murray et al., 2007) , in tissue sections the high density of the synaptic structures of interest results in substantial secondary fluorescence (i.e., out of focus blur) that obscures the discrimination of fine features in epifluorescence systems. With that said, as a general rule of thumb wide-field epifluorescence microscopy combined with post-image-capture deconvolution algorithms can often be used to study synaptic architecture in sections that are <6 μm thick. However, even with these very thin sections, the presence of excess secondary fluorescence can overwhelm deconvolution algorithms (see Deconvolution and Image Segmentation) causing them to fail. In contrast, imaging with a confocal microscope substantially reduces secondary fluorescence, mitigating these concerns and improving discrimination of small, densely packed objects (Figure 1) .
Two distinct approaches to fluorescent confocal microscopy that are widely used are the spinning disk confocal microscope (e.g., the Olympus DSU) and laser scanning confocal microscope (LSCM). 
Potential advantage Spinning disk LSCM
Higher Z resolution X IR spectrum imaging X Signal-to-background ratio X Spectral analysis for autofluorescence X Greater detector efficiency X Fewer discarded photons X Acquisition speed X Photobleaching X differ in their abundance within synaptic structures, and can vary substantially over the course of development and as a result of disease states. The advantage of our approach over the use of a single threshold can be readily seen imaging a set of beads of uniform size, but of varying fluorescence intensity ( Figures 3A1-A3 ). The iterative method works similarly well for masking axon boutons labeled with an antibody to synaptophysin in primate cortex. Both bouton size and synaptophysin expression vary substantially in normal cortex, and yet are effectively masked to render accurate structure counts and represent with high fidelity structure shape ( Figures 3B1-B3 ).
Needless to say when applying this approach to mask synaptic structures in tissue sections, care must be taken to ensure a high fidelity of agreement between the masked objects and the structures of interest. Both over-and under-representation of structures may occur. On the one hand, inadequate antibody penetration may lead to failure to sufficiently label and mask structures deeper within sections. Alternatively, if not accounted for, non-specific binding of the antibody or tissue autofluorescence may be detected and masked by the algorithm. Finally, if the antibodies used are directed against a protein within a localized domain of a synaptic structure, the masked object may represent that domain without masking the entire synaptic structure. For example, using an antibody against a post-synaptic density protein may result in masking the postsynaptic density within a dendritic spine, leaving much of the spine itself unmasked. Such a situation could also lead to counting two masks in a single spine if it contained two post-synaptic densities sufficiently spaced so as to be resolved by the microscope system.
Other technical issues
z-Axis sampling interval. For 3D deconvolution microscopy, it is imperative that the z-sampling frequency is sufficient to adequately represent objects of interest in the image stack. The Nyquist sampling theorem explains exactly how great the sampling density (in both x-y and the spacing of z planes) has to be to record all information from a sample. The theorem is based on the realization that one must sample at a rate greater than twice the maximum frequency in the signal in order to reconstruct the original from the sampled version, otherwise aliasing occurs. The theorem takes into account the numerical aperture of the objective, mounting/immersion media, excitation and emission wavelengths, and the number of excitation photons. There are several online Nyquist rate calculators. As a rule of thumb, for confocal microscopy imaging sampling distances along the z-axis can be up to 1.7 times the Nyquist ones. Note that oversampling is harmless unless it results in photobleaching. However, it increases capture and computational time, and image storage needs.
Resolution. The resolution of light microscopes is significantly lower in the z-axis than in the x and y dimensions. Resolution, r can be estimated for x and y axes as (Born and Wolf, 1999) :
where λ is the wavelength of the emitted light and NA is the numerical aperture of the objective. In contrast, resolution in the z-axis is estimated as (Born and Wolf, 1999) : r z = 2λη/NA 2 subjects), spinning disk confocal microscopy is highly beneficial (Figure 4) . Finally, because spinning disk confocal microscopes fall in between epifluorescence systems and LSCM with regard to both fluorescence quantification and the ability to discriminate densely packed small structures (especially when combined with deconvolution algorithms, see Deconvolution and Image Segmentation), they are often the ideal platform for studies in which both discrimination of structures for quantification of numbers and extraction of information on relative antigen expression are desired.
Deconvolution and image segmentation
When using confocal microscopy in tissue sections, 2D images are collected at equidistant serial Z-axis positions and collated into 3D data sets. Prior to quantification of small synaptic structures, it is often desirable to further enhance the resolution of structures via processing with one of several deconvolution algorithms (Wallace et al., 2001 ) The choice of appropriate algorithm is at one level empirical, determined by a visual judgment of which algorithm provides the most robust discrimination and 3D representation of the labeled synaptic structures, and thus will best serve to estimate structure numbers. However, not all deconvolution approaches are created equally with regard to quantification of fluorescence intensity. Constrained iterative approaches that model the data as point sources, essentially placing scattered photons back at their origin, will allow quantification of fluorescence intensity. Other approaches which discard photons (e.g., nearest neighbor algorithms), cannot be used for quantification of fluorescence intensity (van der Voort and Strasters, 1995) .
While manual counts of labeled structures of interest can be performed on a 3D image without further processing, the small size and large number of synaptic structures contained within a typical data set make it desirable to utilize automated approaches to identify structures of interest for quantification. Typically this is accomplished via threshold-based segmentation. In this process, a threshold value (either determined visually or by a thresholding algorithm) is applied to the fluorescence intensity histogram of the data set with the result that all pixels (or voxels) are reassigned a binary value according to whether they are below or above the threshold (which can be represented visually for example by assigning each value a separate color, e.g., black or blue, see Figure 2A ). The resulting image is referred to as the image mask. A group of adjacent pixels (or voxels) that are above threshold and are surrounded by pixels (or voxels) that are below threshold create an object mask. For a 3D data set, the number of such object masks provides the count of the underlying objects within the image stack. For each object mask, data such as mean and total fluorescence intensity in each wavelength detected, area (or volume), and centroid (or center of volume) are readily generated.
We recently described a novel approach to masking objects in 3D data sets which resulted in improved object masking in thick brain tissue sections . Rather than choosing a single set of intensity thresholds to create a binary selection mask, our approach used multiple iterations that systematically varied the intensity thresholds and combined the resultant masks via morphologic selection criteria (Figures 2A-D) . The use of varying intensity thresholds is particularly adapted for the selection of objects without uniform and/or high fluorescence intensities, which results when proteins is 777 nm. For these parameters the Nyquist sampling for the z-axis equals 123 nm. Thus, the spacing between optical z planes should be ≤209 nm.
Fluorescence intensity measurements. When using fluorescent protein recombinants (e.g., GFP), the relationship between fluorescence intensity and antigen concentration is likely to be linear. In contrast, when using fluorescence immunocytochemistry to label proteins in tissue sections, the absolute relationship of fluorescence where η is the refractive index of the mounting/immersion media (where the mounting and immersion media are assumed to have the same refractive index, and the refractive index of the cover slip is greater than or equal to that of the mounting media). Note that the above equations are for epifluorescence microscopy wherein the objective also serves as the condenser.
Thus for imaging an Alexa488 fluorophore (emission 519) using a 60X Oil 1.42NA objective with immersion oil of refractive index 1.51, x-and y-axis resolution is 223 nm, while z-axis resolution The same image is displayed using different intensity levels so that all the beads in the image stack can be easily discerned. (A3) The set of mask objects derived from the same data set using our iterative segmentation approach, note the low variability in size of the mask objects, reflecting the uniform size of the imaged beads. (B1) An image projection of a monkey DLPFC section labeled for synaptophysin after deconvolution. This data set underwent iterative segmentation with objects selected by size using a range of 0.0125-0.1 μm 3 (B2) or a range of 0.0125-0.5 μm 3 (B3). For each size range the final mask contained a relatively uniform set of object masks that approached the upper size limit of the selection criteria. While the smaller size selection provides greater resolution of individual labeled boutons, mask objects made with the larger size range cover the underlying bouton with greater fidelity.
intensity to protein abundance can only be determined by conducting rigorous control experiments, and thus linearity of this relationship should not be presumed. With that said, because CCD and photomultiplier tube detection systems are linear across a broad range of fluorescence intensities (e.g., see ; Figure 4 ) quantitative fluorescence microscopy has been used in numerous studies to measure relative changes in protein levels (Sugiyama et al., 2005; Glynn and McAllister, 2006; Fish and Krucker, 2008 ; The series of images are combined to form a 3D data set from each site, resulting in a sampled cube with x and y dimensions represented here in pixels and the z dimension as plane number. Within this data set, the disector can be conceived of as defined by a set of values in 3D. (H) Using the masking approach described above, a center of volume, that is a single point defined by x, y, z coordinates, can be assigned for each immunoreactive puncta. Puncta with centers of volume falling within the boundaries of the optical disector are sampled for quantification (shown here in green), while those puncta with centers of volume falling outside the disector, or touching one of the exclusion lines (red) are not selected for quantification. SF, Sylvian fissure; STS, superior temporal sulcus.
so that the resulting sample is likely to account for variability within the region of interest. Uniformly random speaks to the final sample of structures of interest having been selected with equal probability from among the complete set of structures of interest. In the above example of selecting every 10th section from a region of interest, the starting section would be uniformly random selected from among sections 1-10 (e.g., using a random number generator), with every 10th section thereafter systematically selected.
A typical systematic, uniformly random sampling schema in studies of human postmortem tissue is often stratified, with systematic uniformly random sampling occurring at each of several levels of tissue processing. As illustrated in Figures 4A,B , a systematic uniformly random set of blocks from the gyrus of interest is first selected, and then each selected block is exhaustively sectioned, with a systematic uniformly random set of those sections selected for further study.
Implementation of such an approach requires one to be able to define the boundaries of the region of interest. This may be relatively straightforward (e.g., whole brain). However, especially within the human brain in which there is substantial diversity of gyrification, the methodologic challenges in defining the boundaries of structures such as an individual gyrus (Kwon et al., 1999) or a cytoarchitectonic region (Rademacher et al., 2001; Sweet et al., 2005) should not be underestimated and must be guarded against. Methodologic variability in the delineation of the regional boundaries will inflate the variability of final estimates of synaptic structures within the region (Sweet et al., 2005) , potentially reducing the power to detect differences between groups of interest.
In practice, two common scenarios for systematic uniformly random sampling a region of interest occur. When the region of interest can be identified by its gross structure (e.g., whole brain, cerebral cortex, superior frontal gyrus), the grossly identified structure is sampled in the manner illustrated in Figures 4A,B . Often the region of interest can only be determined via microscopy. In this case, it is important that the grossly determined region known to completely contain the region of interest is first identified and sampled as in Figures 4A,B. Within each of the selected sections, the boundaries of the region of interest are then identified microscopically and delineated (Figure 4C) , often with the assistance of interactive software. In both approaches the region of interest can then again be sampled systematic uniformly random in the x and y dimensions of the microscopic slide ( Figure 4D ). This is usually accomplished via stereology software programs controlling a motorized microscope stage. A grid of fixed size is generated by the software and randomly positioned with respect to the region of interest. At each point of intersection of the grid with the region, a confocal stack can then be acquired ( Figure 4F ).
Probes for image stacks
The first step in quantifying features of synaptic structures is the unbiased selection of these structures within the stack. In most cases this requires a means of selecting equally among structures irrespective of their size. The stereology probe used to make this selection is the disector (Sterio, 1984) or more typically the optical disector (Gundersen, 1986; Dorph-Petersen et al., 2001 ), consisting of an unbiased counting frame located within an optical plane of a thick section and at least one subsequent optical plane in the Aridor and Fish, 2009) . In a system where the expression of a protein is only affected in a subpopulation of cells (e.g., as described in Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex for GAD67 expression in PV+ interneurons in schizophrenia) quantitative fluorescence immunohistochemistry will be more informative than techniques (e.g., Western Blot) that utilize the mixture of cells in tissue as a whole.
Photobleaching and choice of fluorophores. Photobleaching refers to the loss of fluorescence that can occur as a result of fluorophores cycling through emission and excitation. As a result, the extent of photobleaching will be proportional to the intensity of the excitation light and the duration of exposure. When it occurs, photobleaching can make it difficult to detect the target protein and, if non-uniform, can bias quantification of fluorescence intensity. Photobleaching tends to be more severe in live cell imaging compared to imaging fixed samples because the antifade reagents mixed in mounting media more effectively protect samples than those mixed into cell media (Lichtman and Conchello, 2005) . Photobleaching may also be mitigated by using newer generation fluorescence dyes (e.g., the Alexa series dyes) instead of traditional dyes (e.g., FITC), which are destroyed after significantly fewer emission-excitation cycles. Photobleaching may be nearly eliminated altogether through the use of other fluorescent labeling approaches such as quantum dots (Pathak et al., 2006) .
IncorporatIon of stErEologIc samplIng In mappIng of synaptIc pathology
The application of stereologic methods for sampling of relevant brain regions has emerged as the standard for studies quantifying anatomical structures (Saper, 1996) . Thus, any microscopic methods used to map synaptic pathology in disease needs to be readily integrated into a stereologic sampling scheme. A comprehensive review of stereologic principles and approaches is beyond the current manuscript (for more thorough treatments see Howard and Reed, 1998; Evans et al., 2004) . At its core, stereology is about unbiased estimation of 3D parameters of objects using sampling strategies that represent the full population of structures and geometric probes for determination of 3D properties. For sampling, the key principle is that each structure of interest (e.g., each presynaptic bouton within the region of interest) should have a known (typically equal) probability of being sampled. For probes the key principle is to interact with the obtained (often 2D) sample to obtain simple geometric data (e.g., hits by points) from which the wanted 3D property can directly be estimated.
For the assessment of synaptic pathology, the necessary sampling can be conceptualized as occurring in two stages. First is the sampling of the tissue needed to generate a set of confocal image stacks (Figures 4A-D) . Second is sampling within the Z-axis of stacks ( Figure 4F) . Finally, an appropriate probe or probes may be applied (Figures 4G,H) . We will briefly review several key steps at each stage.
Sampling tissue
While a number of sampling strategies are available (Evans et al., 2004) , use of a systematic, uniformly random sampling approach is often chosen. The use of systematic sampling (e.g., every 10th section) is efficient and ensures robust coverage of the region of interest, section, shown in Figures 4E,F . In each plane, any structure falling within the counting frame, or in contact with either of the two green inclusion sides, but not the two red exclusion lines and their extensions, and not in contact with the subsequent plane, is counted.
Several important prerequisites apply when using this approach with confocal image stacks in thick sections. The counting frame must be surrounded by guard zones in x, y, and z dimensions (Figures 4E,F) . Guard zones in the z-axis should typically be similar in size to the corresponding dimensions of the structures being quantified, to avoid the possibility that one object may appear and be counted in two adjacent sections, and may need to be empirically adjusted to avoid loss of objects at the surface due to cutting artifacts (Andersen and Gundersen, 1999; Dorph-Petersen et al., 2009 ). In the case where deconvolution algorithms are used (see Deconvolution and Image Segmentation), guard zones also prevent quantification of the stack edges where these algorithms often fail. It is also imperative that no object be able to "hide" between the z-planes. As described in Section "Other Technical Issues", when the z-axis is oversampled to allow for 3D reconstruction and deconvolution, this concern is automatically mitigated.
The above approach assigns what in essence is a unique associated point for each structure (its top) which is independent of object size. Counting these unique points can be accomplished in differing ways. Confocal image 3D data sets can be read into appropriate stereologic software, and the optical disector can then be applied (Gundersen, 1986; Dorph-Petersen et al., 2001) . In this approach, the investigator scrolls through successive z-planes and manually defines the unique associated point of each structure as its first point of appearance in focus, using the disector counting rules described above. Alternatively, when using the approach described in Section "Deconvolution and Image Segmentation" to generate mask objects in 3D, a unique X, Y, Z coordinate for each masked structure, for example its center of volume, is readily generated by the image analysis software, and can serve as the unique associated point to be used to select it for quantification from the data file according to equations defining the unbiased counting frame in 3D. Figures 4G,H demonstrates this "virtual" implementation of an optical disector probe which samples a set of objects using unbiased principles, from which data on object number, or object properties (e.g., fluorescence intensity) can be extracted.
ExamplEs of usIng multIplE labEl fluorEscEncE confocal mIcroscopy for mappIng synaptIc pathology
Mapping GABA alterations in DLPFC
As summarized in Section "Dorsolateral Prefrontal Cortex", multiple lines of evidence indicate abnormalities of the PV+ class of GABA neurons in the DLPFC of subjects with schizophrenia. Importantly, the PV+ GABA neurons comprise two functionally and morphologically distinct subgroups: chandelier neurons whose axon boutons form distinctive arrays (cartridges) surrounding the axon initial segment of pyramidal cells and basket cells, whose boutons surround neuron cell bodies ( Figure 5A) . Because both chandelier cell cartridge boutons and PV+ basket cell boutons can be readily masked using iterative segmentation (Figures 5B-D) quantitative comparisons of relative fluorescence of proteins (e.g., GAD67) in these PV+ GABA bouton types in normal individuals, and in subjects with schizophrenia, can be accomplished. Moreover, . (B,C) The entire PV cartridge was masked (B) followed by the masking of puncta that make up the cartridge using a modification of our iterative segmentation methodology (C). (D) Shows the mask objects remaining after using our masking method followed by the subtraction of mask objects that colocalized with the mask in (B). The objects thus represent the PV+ boutons not located within cartridges. Bar = 10 μm. . The different masks were made using different parameters for our iterative approach. Only the red and green object masks that partially overlap, and thus correspond to PV puncta and α1 clusters that are directly apposed, are shown. The arrowheads point to α1 clusters that are within the PV neuron and are directly apposed by PV puncta. Note that in (A) several PV puncta appear to juxtapose the soma near the open arrowhead. However, in this z-plane only one is directly apposed to an α1 cluster (open arrowhead). (C) A single confocal z-plane of a tissue section was labeled for GABA A α 1 subunit (green), GAD65 (red), PV (blue), and Nissl substance (gray). Note GAD65 and PV dual-labeled (purple) boutons (white arrows) and GAD65 labeled boutons (black arrows) in apposition to GABA A α 1 subunits in the plasma membrane of a pyramidal cell. The open arrowhead indicates an α 1 cluster for which the apposed bouton is below the plane of focus. All Bars = 5 μm. within the PV+ basket cell subtype, boutons may target either pyramidal cell bodies, or the cell bodies of other inhibitory neurons. These can be distinguished via multiple label immunofluorescence (Figure 6) , and the pre-and post-synaptic components masked for quantification of number and/or relative fluorescence intensity.
Mapping bouton reductions in AI
The prior observations of reduced bouton density in AI were based on identification of boutons using immunoreactivity for synaptophysin, a non-specific marker of most bouton types in cortex. Identifying whether these reductions reflect fewer boutons of intracortical or thalamocortical origin, and the extent to which excitatory and inhibitory boutons are reduced, is of fundamental importance in mapping the circuits involved in schizophrenia pathology. We have developed a multiple label fluorescent microscopic approach using antibodies directed against vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (VGlut1) which in rodent cortex has been shown to selectively label intracortical excitatory boutons, and VGlut2, which selectively labels thalamocortical boutons (Kaneko and Fujiyama, 2002 ). An example of a confocal micrograph in AI of a human subject labeled for VGlut1 and VGlut 2 and showing the predicted distribution of labeled boutons is shown in Figure 7 . A higher power example from another subject is shown in Figure 8 , triple labeled for VGlut1, VGlut2, and synaptophysin. It is readily apparent that VGlut1 and VGlut2 each label presynaptic boutons, indicated by the colocalization of each with synaptophysin (Figures 8A-D ). An example of how the iterative or conversely shrinkage and retraction, which are dependent on F-actin stabilization or destabilization, respectively (Okamoto et al., 2004) . The signaling cascades converging on bidirectional spine plasticity are complex and interacting, comprised of many different proteins (Calabrese et al., 2006) . Two such spine-specific proteins, spinophilin and synaptopodin, have opposing effects on spine structural plasticity (Feng et al., 2000; Ryan et al., 2005; Vlachos et al., 2009) . Figure 9 demonstrates labeling of dendritic spines using antibodies to these proteins, and the F-actin binding toxin, phalloidin. Despite their close approximation within spines, the separate compartments containing each label can be resolved using LSCM. This imaging approach has the additional advantage of readily controllable power of excitation, allowing the detection of low abundance post-synaptic proteins within these small structures. segmentation procedure to generate object masks can be utilized to extract information on relative protein expression within boutons is shown in Figure 8E , for object masks created using VGlut1. It can be seen that this approach readily confirms both the lack of co-expressed VGlut2 within these boutons, and the range of synaptophysin relative expression within boutons. It is anticipated that this approach can be to map the expression of other presynaptic proteins which impact signaling characteristics within select populations of excitatory boutons in subjects with schizophrenia (Santos et al., 2009 ).
Mapping dendritic spine plasticity
Even in adult animals, spines are dynamic structures, with continuing generation and retraction of a proportion of spines on cortical pyramidal neurons (Trachtenberg et al., 2002) . Experiencedependent signals can lead to spine enlargement and stabilization, 
conclusIon
Schizophrenia is a disorder that appears to be associated with both structural and biochemical evidence of synaptic pathology. It is likely that important therapeutic developments will derive from a more complete understanding of the nature of this pathology. Reaching this next level of understanding will clearly benefit from approaches able to map pathology at the level of expressed proteins within selectively identified cortical circuits. We have summarized, above, one approach able to address this need: multiple label fluorescence confocal microscopy. 
